Effect of deuterium substitution on the disposition of intraperitoneal tryptamine.
To determine whether alpha,alpha-dideutero substitution in the side chain of the tryptamine molecule can exert primary isotope effects and enhance its bioavailability, equimolar mixtures of tryptamine (T) and either alpha,alpha-dideutero-tryptamine (alpha,alpha-[2H2]T) or beta,beta-dideutero-tryptamine (beta,beta-[2H2]T) were injected i.p. into rats. The amounts of these amines in the brain, liver and plasma were then measured at various times following the injection, and ratios between the deuterated T and T were computed. The ratio remained close to unity in plasma, but exceeded unity in the liver and brain when alpha,alpha-[2H2]T and T were injected; however, when beta,beta-[2H2]T and T were injected, the ratios were unity in all cases at all times. In the presence of a monoamine oxidase inhibitor, the relative enrichment of alpha,alpha-[2H2]T compared to T was reduced. It is concluded that alpha,alpha-dideutero substitution exerts a primary isotope effect during oxidative deamination so that much more of this amine penetrates into, and persists in, the brain.